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CAMPUS
New committee formed to take
in-depth look at Greek system
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AL crown
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BRIEFLY
Campus
Film lories continues:
Alfred Hitchcock's "The
Man Who Knew Too Much"
will be shown tonight at 8:45
in 210 Mathematical Sciences Building, as part of
the Lenhart Classic Thursday Film Series. Admission
is free.
Th« show goes on:

The University's 11th annual New Music and Art
Festival will offer a workshop featuring guest composer Joan LaBarbara and
Deborah Tell, artistic director of the University Performing Dancers, 9:30 to
11:30a.m. and2:30 to4:30
6m. today in 201 Hayes
all.
Tonight at 8, the festival
continues with Mostly MIDI
Series presenting a concert
in Kobacker Hall of the
Moore Musical Arts Center.
Selections to be performed
include "Lament for the
Students of China" by Stephen White, a University
alumnus; "Mandala/Kvoto" by Martin
Sweidel, director of electronic music at Southern
Methodist University; and
"Womin" by Burton Beerman, professor in the College of Musical Arts and
founder of the New Music
and Art Festival.
Admission to the performances is free.
Volunteers wanted:

The Office of Handicapped Services is in need of
volunteers to act as readers,
escorts, and provide other
services to handicapped
University students.
Interested volunteers
should contact the Office of
Handicapped Services at
372^495.

State
Byler presents out Una:

Robert Byler, a retired
University j ournalism
professor, will outline a
Kstem for writing eff icien_' from a mass of research
data at the monthly meeting
of the Northwest Ohio
Writers Forum, Saturday,
Oct. 13, at the Beverly Hills
Cafe, 5215 Monroe St.,
Toledo.
Byler who retired earlier
this year after 22 years in
teaching, now is a freelance writer, public relations programmer and
consultant on publications,
video production and photography services.
Lunch is served at noon
and the program begins at
1:15 p.m. Non-members are
charged $3 to attend, not including lunch. No reservations are required.

Weather

Death toll
for Desert
Shield has
reached 24
DHAHRAN, Saudi Arabia (AP)
— After two months in which military officials marveled at the
low rate of accidents among
American forces in Saudi Arabia,
a sudden spate of air crashes has
left four dead and eight missing.
The official death toll for Operation Desert Shield rose Wednesday to 24 when an Air Force F-lll
fighter-bomber crashed on a
training mission in the Arabian
Peninsula, killing both crew
members, U.S. military spokesmen said.
The plane was the fourth U.S.
military aircraft involved an accident in three days. But an Air
Force spokesman, Capt. Jack
Giese, said there was no single
factor linking the crashes.
He said while pilots were training intensively, they were not being subjected to extra stress or
fatigue that might affect cockpit
Serformance. In some cases,
owever, they were flying longer
than normal hours.
"Standards on crew rest and
flying hours are factored into the
training schedule," Giese said.
"Nobody is jumping from one
aircraft with a sweaty brow and
flying off in another."
A summary issued by the U.S.
Command on Wednesday said 23
Americans had been killed in accidents and one Marine died of a
self-inflicted wound since the deployment began following Iraq's
Aug. 2 invasion of Kuwait.
The toll included 13 Air Force
crewmen killed in the Aug. 29
crash of a C-5A cargo plane in
Germany. The aircraft was carrying supplies destined for U.S.
forces in the gulf.
Two pilots were killed Monday
in the crash of an Air Force F-4
Phantom reconnaissance jet in
the southern Arabian Peninsula,
also during a training exercise.
That plane was part of an Alabama Air National Guard unit.
Just hours earlier, two Marine
Corps UH-1 helicopters,
crashed over the northern Arabian Sea while on a night training
mission.
i1 "

No Place For A Shower
Pedestrians on Ridge Street scurry lor cover as a passing car

LAGA honors Coming Out Day

by Marvin Brown
staff writer
Today is National Coming Out Day — a
day when homosexuals bring their sexual
orientation to light.
According to David Steeves, president of
the Lesbian and Gay Alliance, it is a time for
his organization to offer extra support to
homosexual students.
"National Coming Out Day is about a person taking the next step to confronting
[his/her] homosexuality, Steeves said.
"The day is about telling friends and family
[about your sexual orientation], or even
admitting it to yourself."
National Coming Out Day commemorates
the Oct. 11, 1987, march on Washington by
homosexuals, according to Steeves.
"Coming out is not only a difficult step, but
a risky one," he said. "That's why it is important to know that Coming Out Day is also
a day for heterosexuals to show support."
' '
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compiled from local and
wirereports

Students can show their support today by
wearing blue jeans, said Amelia Bischoff, a
student personnel graduate who is promoting Blue Jeans Day.
"'Wearing blue jeans on coming out day
will be a campus-wide event," she said.
"Wear blue jeans if you support lesbian and
gay rights."
The idea for Blue Jeans Day is not a new
one, Bischoff said. Other universities including the University of Michigan and Ohio
State University also are involved.
This will be the first time LAGA will participate in Coming Out Day, although last
year an independent organization recognized the day by drawing triangles on the
sidewalk, Steeves said.
LAGA plans to tie pink and lavender ribbons around trees as a show of support for
those in the military who cannot "come out"
today.
"They are overseas serving their country,
yet if their homosexuality was known, they

would be kicked out of the service," Steeves
said.
Steeves said today also is the first anniversary of LAGA's phone line.
"The phone line is an important networking tool,' he said. "We receive 4.2 calls per
night — 360 calls since we opened a year
ago."
Coming Out Day means even more to
LAGA since sexual orientation and sexual
harassment has been added to the nondiscrimination policy of the Student Code,
according to LAGA Vice President Mike Albert.
"Last Friday the Board of Trustees stated
that acts of intolerance toward sexual orientation are defined in the characteristics of
sexual harassment," Albert said.
He noted that LAGA does not advocate
"outing" — forcing homosexual? to unwillingly come out of the closet.
Coming out is something that should be
done at a person's own pace," he said.

'__

Students withdraw motion
Dry comedy club Testifying
would cost East Merry residents $4,000
lowers admission,
considers alcohol
by Sandra J. Kowalsky
city writer

by Lori MlBer
city writer
The owner of Doodle's
Comedy Club, 1616 E. Woo*ter St., is making changes
after last weekend's grand
opening, which drew a
less-than-expected turnout.

suggested be might draw a
rnucn larger crowd If he
served drinks"H we do have to make a
change, it won't be because
we want to. It will be because
of economics," he said.
Although Martin has reduced prices, he has not applied for a liquor license, he

"If we do make a change, it won't be
because we want to. It will be because of
economics."
-Frank Martin, owner of Dooate's
Comedy Club

Mostly sunny:

Today, becoming mostly
sunny with a high in the
low-60s.
Tonight,
cloudy
with a low
in the 50s.
Friday,
partly
cloudy,
chance of
rain with
a high in
the
low-60s. Chance of rain is 40
percent.

■O News/ Jay Murdock
sends a spray ol water toward them Wednesday afternoon. The
showers are expected to continue through today.

This weekend the price of said.
"I dont believe that the
admission is being towered to
|3 on Friday and Saturday only people who spend money
nights instead of toe regular to ma town are people who
$8 ewer charge on Fridays drink." he said.
Prices of admission are
and HO on Saturdays.
"[We want to] keep the higher than average
price tow and give everyone a dub prices because of I
chance to see if they 'ike the
in, Martin said.
dub," owner Fi
Comedians who have bam
Also, a price of $4 or below on HBO, ftc Improv and Damay be Derraaoently.toge- vid Letterman are scheduled
mented for college students, to perform at Doodle's. ^
When Martin Hrat arrived
Martin said. However, there
i Bowling Groen to open toe
wfflsOUbeatwomock-4rtnk
*, he was strongly encournunimum at $1.80 each.
mamben of the
Although Martin's goal was
of Commerce, Unito provide MMuVonoHc ennSeeDaodto*,page4.

Four University students withdrew their motion to supress evidence Wednesday in Bowling
Green Municipal Court after being told they would be charged
with $4,000 in citations if they testified.
Jonathan Komar, 516 E. Merry,
Apt. 15, and his roommates Bret
Anderson, David Fritz and Brian
Koelling bypassed their right to a
court hearing, pleaded no
contest, and each paid $75 plus
court costs to disorderly conduct

charges received Sept. 7 at an
East Merry party.
They had planned on motioning
to supress evidence consisting of
three kegs of beer that were taken from their party.
Fritz said he and his roommates met with the city prosecutor and his attorney before the
hearing.
City Prosecutor Martin Smith
told them they would be charged
with serving alcohol to minors if
they went through with the case,
Fritz said.
Smith said he was just advising
the students of the additional citations and the $1,000 each they

would have to pay, but admitted
the meeting may have seemed to
have a different meaning.
"Sure, it looks to them like they
were bullied and coerced," Smith
said.
Their party at Apt. 15, according to Smith, was the most boisterous of all the parties," Smith
said.
In addition, he said "It's the city's position that there were
several underage people in attendance."
The men, all age 21, told acting
judge Jerry Lee that they talked
C See f vktenc*. page 4.

Bush stays firm on budget

ATLANTA (AP) - President
Bush warned Congress Wednesday night that unless he gets a
budget deal he deems satisfactory, "I'll veto it again" despite the
risk of another government shutdown in only nine days.
"The clock is running and it's
going to keep on running and I'll
veto it again if we don't get a
satisfactory deal," Bush told a
fundraising reception for Johnny
Isakson, the Republican nominee
for governor of Georgia.
As he campaigned for GOP
candidates in three states, Bush
urged Republicans to "stand firm
for the best budget deal possible."
The president said he wielded
the appropriations veto that led to
a partial government shutdown

because Congress would otherwise have taken last weekend off.
He said he is prepared to do it
again when the snort-term spending bill expires Oct. 19.
"I kept the pressure on, and to
make the point — no more business as usual," Bush told a rally
for Florida Gov. Bob Martinez at
a sweltering waterfront park in
St. Petersburg.

Bush left a mixed message on
taxes as he went in quest of votes
for Republican candidates. He
had said Tuesday that he'd consider an increase in the highest
income tax rates in exchange for
a capital gains tax cut, then met
with Republican senators who
said he'd dropped that idea. But,
on Wednesday, Bush's spokesman said the president had only

listened to the senators and
hadn't told them anything.
The president refused to say
more. As he jogged at a St.
Petersburg baseball park, Bush
told reporters who asked for clarification, "Read my hips," and
pointed there.
Bush arranged budget meetings today with the ranking Republican members of House
committees and with GOP members of the House Ways and
Means Committee.
But Marlin Fitzwater his press
secretary, said Bush wasn't
plaining to spell out his position
on taxes at those meetings,
either. He said it's up to Congress
to write a new budget package
that meets administration guidelines for deficit reduction and
changes in the budget process.
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Editorial

L
Culture needs
appreciation
This month is Bowling Green's first Hispanic Heritage month, designed to celebrate ana recognize
the Hispanic culture.
And, in a country whose demographics are everchanging, the month is of particular value.
Hispanic is defined as of or pertaining to the language, people and culture of Spain, Portugal and Latin
America."
The Hispanic population, as such, has grown five
times as fast as the rest of the population since 1980.
The total number of Hispanics has leaped 39 percent, and is now 20.1 million, which is 8.2 percent orthe
U.S. total.
If the population continues to grow this quickly, Hispanics could overtake blacks as the largest U.S. minority by 2015, and in some major cities Doth minority

groups will outnumber whites within 10 years.
By the year 2000, whites will be outnumbered by
Hispanics and Blacks in six of the 10 most populated
cities in the country, including New York, Los Angeles, and Detroit, which is just 75 miles from Bowling
Green.
In fact, it is currently happening in cities like Chicago. There, whites already are a clear minority, and
Blacks and Hispanics have the opportunity to shape
the cultural, political and economic agendas.
These facts and estimates, taken primarily from the
U.S. Census Bureau, overwhelmingly support the notion that now is a good time for students to learn more
about the Hispanic population.
What is sad, however, is how enrollment at the University compares to these national statistics. Although
8.2 percent of the nation is comprised of Hispanics,
University enrollment of Hispanics stands at less than
2 percent.
Despite this low figure, a group of dedicated students — the Latino Student Union — has banded
together in an effort to provide a month of events that
will address important issues and also provide a little

taste of the Hispanic background and culture.
The topics LSU has scheduled are on-going concerns
in society today, including issues such as "Hispanic
Women Breaking Ground and Barriers," "Hispanic in
the '90s and Sexually Transmitted Diseases," and
"South America and the Drug Problems."
In addition, events such as a Hispanic art exhibit
and a literature conference will allow students and
community members to view the works of a different
culture.
LSU president Aida Idiaquez said Hispanic Heritage
month is essential because Hispanics often get lost in
the shuffle, and students need to learn more about
Hispanic roots and the cultural diversity of Hispanic
people.
She is right.
So take her advice and see what the Hispanic culture
is all about.
You will definitely learn something now if you take
advantage of the activities presented this month, and
what you learn now may be even of more value in the
future.

Letters
Homosexuals want choice

Student vote will change city's attitude
"I don't see that happening."
Those were the words of Bowling
Green Police Chief Galen Ash last
week when a reporter asked him
about a proposal to put a civilian
review Board on the police department. Incredible.
■
"I'm behind the police 100 percent. It is only a small group of
students making trouble on this
issue." Those words were spoken
by Mayor Ed Miller last week in
regard to the same issue. Insane.

■

I am appalled by the outright
cockiness of Chief Ash on this issue. It further illustrates the need
to put more power in the hands of
people to check the actions of the
Eslice. Unlike other communies, Bowling Green has no representative committee to serve as a
civilian review. It is not enough
for one member of the city administration to serve as the entire
civilian control of this powerful
department.
This issue should certainly not
concern students only. If I were a
full time resident of Bowling
Green, I would be very edgy
about having such a powerful
police force with no regulating
power given to the people to keep
them honest. Let s remember
that this department has gone
through scandal after scandal —
none of which have reflected well
5:15

on the city. (e.g. officers trivializing drug busts by dressing as
Santa Claus and frequent unlawful entries in the mid-1970s].
Mayor Miller's comments also
disturb me. Let me say that I
consider Mayor Miller not only to
be a good mayor with a genuine
interest in keeping good relations, but I consider him a
friend. However, I think he has

The
President's
Pen
by
Kevin
Coughlln

people would not have attended
that city council meeting a few
weeks ago. Hundreds of student
signatures would not appear on
petitions as they do now. The Undergraduate Student Government and the Faculty Senate
would not have passed resolutions calling for investigations on
the police and a civilian review.
National and statewide media
would not be covering the issue.
These are facts ana they signify
widespread support for the students efforts.
The undertone of all of this is
what disturbs me most. It seems
that students aren't being taken
seriously. There are some things
one must consider before thumbing their noses at University students:

power. Despite all of this, students are treated as second-class
citizens — mere banks. We pay
the police department's bills with
the fines they levy on us. And do I
believe the stories of students
who feel they have been mistreated by the police? Yes, I do
and so should all responsible city
leaders.
We feel we can make a great
improvement on the community
by the formation of the civilian
review board. But if city leaders
refuse to work constructively
with us, we will elect people who
will.
I urge all students to register to
vote in Bowling Green before the
end of the academic year. This is
your town for the nine plus
months you are here and you deserve to be treated like real citizens.
Whenever a person's rights are
violated, we have a responsibility
to take a stand. I am appalled
that city officials have shown
such disregard not only for students, but for the basic rights
granted in the Bill of Rights. And
that is something all good Americans should speak out on, not only
in the media and in public forums, but in the voting booth as
well.

1) Bowling Green is one of only
five cities in the United States
where students outnumber fulltime residents;
2) University students outnumber potential Bowling Green
columnist
voters two to one:
3) More people vote in USG
gotten some very poor advice on elections than in each of the city
this situation.
council races;
4) City-wide elections are next
To say that this issue is being fall.
addressed by only a handful or
We have always known our imstudents is ludicrous and dangerKevin Coughlin is the Underous. If that were so, 350 people portance to the city's economy,
would not have marched down- census results, and life. Now we graduate Student Government
town last week. Two hundred understand our political voting president

by J.A.Holmgren

MY '6Q\1fRf?n
ssaHl

Blue Jeans today make more than a fashion statement.
All students were asked to wear blue jeans today if they support lesbian and gay rights. Look around you. How many people
are wearing blue jeans?
Many students expressed anger over this day, stating that it is
stupid not to be able to wear jeans today. Stop for a moment and
consider these frustrations.
Today, most students woke up and made a conscious effort to
keep from doing what they do every day. A right so taken for
granted, comfortable, and part of daily routine, such as slipping
on your blue jeans without rear, was taken away.
Most students woke up today and interrupted their daily routine by putting on sweats or dress clothes. And most students
were frustrated and inconvenienced because they felt they could
not wear their jeans.
Now think about this frustration over not being able to do what
feels natural: stepping into your favorite pair of jeans one leg at
a time.
Every day, thousands of people on this campus wake up and
make a conscious effort to keep from doing what feels natural:
they hide their sexuality for fear of ridicule and harassment.
The right to be open about who you love or to whom you are attracted is as taken for granted as the right to wear your blue
jeans. Yet, this right to be open about your sexuality, to be yourself, is denied every day.
Think about walking to the Cla-Zel Theater with the person you
are dating, and not being able to hold hands. Most of us take for
granted the ability to express this affection without concern.
This right is denied to lesbians and gay men, just as your right to
wear blue jeans without concern today was denied.
This is no small group of people cowering on the fringes of the
student body. Instead, studies agree that one in 10 individuals is
gay or lesbian.
This suggests that 1,800 people at Bowling Green State University are homosexual. It suggests 30 people in your large lecture,
40 people in your residence hall, 5 people on your floor, and dozens of people around you are gay or lesbian.
Some of the people who are frustrated over feeling like they
could not wear jeans today have something to learn about the
way gays, lesbians, and bisexuals feel every day, as society denies them the ability to practice basic rights.
Amelia Bischoff,
College Student Personnel graduate student,
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New committee to examine IFC Martial arts mean

style, not strength

Tactics for basic reorganization first priority for fraternity leaders
by Heather Felty
slaff writer

"Some people are trying to make
an issue of nothing. I'm not
exactly sure where the term
'reconstruction' came from."
-Wayne Colvin, director of Greek
Life

A new committee has been
formed to take an in-depth look
into the Greek System in order to
eliminate problems the InterFraternity Council is experiencing.
According to Terry Michelitch,
IFC president, problems arose
when the council was not living
up to its full potential. Lack of
communication, cohesion among
members and continuity between
the IFC executive board and
chapter presidents are examples
of these problems, Michelitch
said.
The new committee was
created by chapter presidents
based on a recommendation from
Wayne Colvin, director of Greek
Life.
"I recommended, based on
comments presented to me by
some chapter presidents, that
[they] needed to look at services
IFC was providing the chapters
and see if there was any need for
changes and improvements,"
Colvin said.

fraternity rush — they also asked
him what more IFC could offer
them.
The chapter presidents, Greek
Life and the IFC executive board
all believe it is time to take action
and reorganize.
•'Things have kind of come to a
point in the system, people have
started [ complaining] about
different things and I think people
are willing to take a step forward
and look at this a little more
closely," Michelitch said.
According to Colvin the committee was originally formed to
observe IFC functions, but
somewhere along the way the
committee was deemed as a "reconstruction" committee by the
IFC itself.

"Some people are trying to
When some of the chapter make an issue out of nothing,"
presidents went to Colvin ana ex- Colvin said. "I'm not exactly sure
pressed their concerns about the where the term 'reconstruction'
decreasing number in this year's came from."

While Colvin was unsure of the
term's origin, the IFC executives
believe the new committee symbolized a negative representation
of their performance.

"I am under-utilized by some
chapters," Colvin said. "The better chapter presidents are in here
alltheUmey

by Marvin Brown
staff writer

All sides support the "reconstructing" committee, but there
was one point in which disagreement transpired.
Colvin said the committee
should consist only of chapter
presidents because it was created
for them — while IFC executive
board believes one representative needs to have served on the
executive board or know what the
executive board does.

On Monday Oct. 1, IFC execu"In restructuring our jobs it
tive members, the IFC and Greek
Life directors met at the IFC would be good to have one of us on
meeting to dispel all rumors the there, because we know the work
new committee seemed to create. load," Michelitch said. "There
are a lot of things we do on the
The chapter presidents said outside that people don't see."
they believed all members were
The IFC nominated Steve Leat fault — not just the executive Masters, who has been an IFC
board.
representative and president of
Phi Kappa Psi for two years, to
"This is not an attack on head the new "reconstructing"
anyone," Jon Canty, president of committee.
Delta Tau Delta fraternity and a
member of the new committee LeMasters said he is working
said. "We sat back on our asses quickly to create the new committee in order to recapture the
and let everything happen."
strength IFC used to possess.
"It doesn't seem to be working
Colvin agreed with the chapter
presidents who believe they nave as the effective machine it has
not lived up to their full potential before," LeMasters said. "I think
and said they do not use the many it is imperative to show it can
work strong and effective."
resources available to them.

Twice a week, Bonnie Tu-Smith, assistant professor of English, teaches a self-defense class
for students, faculty members
and city residents.
She encourages men and
women not to approach the class
with a combative, competitive attitude, but a with a willingness to
study technique.
"The point is that it doesn't
take tremendous strenth," she
said. "I am teaching a technique,
which develops self-confidence...
the body gradually develops as a
result.
Tu-Smith instructs Kokondo, a
Japanese martial art that utilizes
techniques of karate.
The self-defense program,
co-sponsored by the Women's
Studies program and Women for
Women organization, evolved
last summer after she mentioned
her background in martial arts.
She said her students enjoy the
class because it involves a workout of fluid, circular motions,
rather than rigorous competition.
"We do not spar or compete,"
she said, adding that competition
is not the point of the class.
"We do controlled defense
techniques so that people won't
get hurt," she said.

Y
Oct. 12-14
Break out your poodle skirt and
saddle shoes, slick back your
hair and grab your shades

"The self-defense program is a
way for women to make their own
choices and claim their space,"
she added.

210 N. Main

Volunteers to serve as
Tour Guides for
PREVIEW DAY
October 27, 1990

X

"One in every three women are
raped during a lifetime, so as a
result, we are told to stay home
and lock our doors, while men
continue to live their lives," Aldridge said. "The focus is on putting women safely away, but we
should focus on stopping these
criminal acts.

HOWARD'S club H

UJRNT€D

«ves

Involved in martial arts since
her youth, Tu-Smith — a member
of the International Kokondo Association and a qualified instructor — has a black belt in both Kokondo and Tae K won Do.
Tu-Smith began learning martial arts before it had become
popular and it has been a part of
her life for more than 20 years.
"It is something I don't want to
give up," she said. "Teaching
self-defense gives me a community to workout with."
Lane Aldridge, assistant director of Women's Studies, who participates in the self-defense program describes it as "physics in
motion."
"It's something that I never
thought I'd be involved with —
and I love it," she said. "I am
fascinated with the energy that
flows from the techniques.

352-9951

Wednesday October lO

Q^f^ Pedch TrfO

Thursday - Saturday
October n -13

Nu - Tones

If interested attend one of the
following informational meetings:

and join the

18-20 Welcome
$2.00 Cover after 9:30

Tuesday, October 16
6:30 - 8:30 pm
Faculty Lounge/ Union

Toledo Area Street Rods
For the cars, the sounds, the
look of the Fabulous Fifties!

21 and over
$1.00 Cover after 9:30

OR

Wednesday, October 17
7:00 - 9:00 pm
Assembly Room/McFall Center

HOURS:
Mon.-Sat.: Noon 'til 2:30 a..m.
Sunday: 2:00 p.m. 'til 2:30 a.m.

// any questions please contact a Student Tour
Coordinator at 372-9866

In addition to our
full service salon...

* Mini-Pitchers Every Day*
'Help Support MS with the Ugly Bartender Contest* *

HEY!

You know your appetite
is hungry for...

p\Z7A

'hlmans

CAL\.

us

BOWLING GREEN
352-1539

DOMINO'S PIZZA DAILY
SUPER SPECIALS

1

THINK THICK THURSDAY

5.99

PERM WAVES 24

(includes haircut & style)

7

HAIRCUT
NO APPOINTMENTS. Walk in. Sign in. You're next.
We shampoo with every service...NO CHARGE!
Every service is unconditionally guaranteed.

Coupon*
■n, orh* off* V*M a) pmupMna
lOO—onj on* To not nJuOM)
*—<■ lOCUCWH r**iy Coupon
«W 10 17*0

JS

BUY A 12 "THICK CRUST
EXTRA CHEESE, 1 TOPPING
PIZZA f> nn Thursday
only

5.99

Coupon nocoMory ■** ■**> wiT ow* off* VOM M Mr*M
tpetion* only '■■ not MCMOM
-■ MUdHVI Coupon

a

SUPER SUNDAY

BUY TWO 10" CHEESE
PIZZAS FOR
additional

4.99 W
Ol«l
1 MaMaSnoM
Mar WIMWIMMI.

!.«» inliliiiw.M ■vm

Open 7 Day.^

mm

RECEIVE 3- 10" __
J CHEESE PIZZAS ^^
C AA 169 per extra
0.99 lopping
" Ottm VaM 1 BfOpm-Q
■ OH* IM no> BtMld
I
PfaanaW NUWTr Coupon

FRANTIC FRIDAY

SUPRISING SATURDAY

BUY TWO 14" CHEESE
PIZZAS
extra toppings

10.95

■ Coupon rueim/y Not *M -on

■ I IB—BHI only T|> MM nUM
1 -i II..IC. 1 MUtWYIOMaaaW

f 1 DELUXE 14" PLUS
j 1 PEPPERONI 14"

190to
{was

■
I

12.99

Coupon now—ry NM
an*o»MV off* » ~Ma onto T«
MB HUPMY1 Ooiattn

SUPER SPECIAL - ALL DAY EVERY DAY
FOUR 14" ONE ITEM AND
I TWO SIX PACKS
Coupon flOOMMCT Kof *■>•«■>.
any otto* off* V—a x port*lM""8
. Onto Toa not NMM
iplnMili HUMY1 CMOn

WtfAM

139 S. Main St.. B.G. 2nd Floor 352-5615

WILD WEDNESDAY

ORIGINAL HAND TOSSED
j PIZZA
Tuesday
only

5.99

Coupon nicMI»> Not «■
r»o-mo"* V««d « parBaoMxg
locator* onto Tan not mduoM
■towo •pptcafito HuAftv Coupon
—p— 10 I ' »o

_!!

TI TWO-10" ONE-ITEM

MQNPAY NIGHT FOOTBALL
BUY A 12" ONE-ITEM
PAN PIZZA
Monday
only

19.99
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Computers
to be donated
Accessories given to BG schools by Food Town, Apple
by Robert Davidson
writer

Food Town, in conjunction with
Apple computers, will award
nearly $2 million in computer
hardware and software to area
schools ranging from pre-school
to college.
The ''Apples for the Students"
program, which began in January 1990, gave over $1 million
worth of Apple products to area
schools last year.
Hie program is an endeavor of
Food Town, Apple, parents and
school officials to promote computer literacy.
The University is registered for
the program but no receipts or
computer orders have been

received yet, according to Pat
Nowak, program coordinator for
Food Town.
Nowak said schools redeem
yellow Food Town receipts for
Apple merchandise.
Schools may redeem receipts
and order merchandise any time
during the 30 week program
which lasts through April 24,1990,
she said.
She said schools receive cards
to sign up for the program at the
beginning of the year.
The schools then receive a form
outlining what hardware and
software can be obtained for a
given dollar amount of receipts,
she said.
Receipts saved by parents and
students are collected for the
computer accessories and then

" Bowl 'N' Greenery'
•
•
•
•

•

- 1

$3.99
$4.50

Soup 'n' Salad
Hot Entrees
Baked Potato w/ Sour Cream
Choice of Beverage

Located in the University Union
Quantum 90 card accepted 4-7 only lor on campus ttudentj

uno uno uno uno uno uno uno uno

□ Continued from page 1.
versitv faculty ana townspeople
to make it a non-alcoholic club.
These community leaders indiBG News/Paul Vernon
Fighting Fire
cated there were thousands of BG
students who did not drink or
Firelighters extinguish a tire at the Dixie Auto Parts store on Route 25 on Tuesday night. The Bowling
were under 21 who needed a place
Green tire department was not requested to help the Haskins department, who extlngushed the fire
to socialize. Since Martin already
with the help ol three other departments in approximately 45 minutes. Dixie Auto Parts still was open
had notions of making his club
the next day. A damage estimate was not available.
non-alcoholic, he took their advice.
Doodles also gives students Evidence
under 18 and older people a a Continued from page 1.
chance to enjoy comedy without
to an officer in front of the want to say that we did abide by take it [the case] to court," Fritz
having to drink, he said.
apartment who told them "to the laws," Fritz told Lee after said after his sentencing. "To this
keep the door shut, blinds closed pleading no contest.
day we feel we're not guilty."
uno uno uno uno uno and have a good time." "We just "We don't have the money to Dennis Joseph, city police sergeant, said the students were
cited with disorderly conduct because most of the parties had
been broken up and people continued to congregate in front of
their apartment.
"At 11 p.m. they were still parLarge 1 Item Pizza
tying ana had their door open,"
Joseph said.
and Garlic Bread with Cheese
Joseph said the students in Apt.
15 cooperated more than others
who were cited that evening.
■

|TodQY is the lost day to buy your posters!

6UHOP6AN ROCK POSTER SAl€
10am-4pm
Student Serv ces Forum
Sponsored by:

v $$ '-

M^'r'

Doodles

AH you Can Eat
11:30 - 2:00
4:00 - 7:00

sent to Food Town for redemption, Nowak said.
The schools may choose among
such items as Apple Macintosh or
lie computers, disk drives, monitors and printers as well as software.
Each item is valued at a specified amount of register receipts.
"As an example, last year a
school could get an Apple lie for
$70,000 in register receipts;
however, most schools went for
more expensive computers,"
Nowak said.
Many participants did not believe they could possibly collect
$70,000 in receipts but then called
back at the end of the year having
collected far more, she added.
"People don't realize how
much shopping is done. Given
average grocery weeks, a school
of 300 students can obtain about
three computers a year," Nowak
said.

Mark's Pizza

j

$6.75

■

352-3551

a

uno uno uno uno uno uno uno uno uno uno uno uno uno

Eat in or delivery Exp. 10-21-90j

oiB

.**t «s

11th Annual
New Hu.lc & Art FMIIV.I
October 10-14, 18S0
Bowling Grant Slate Unlvarally
Cottage ol Hualcal Art*
School of Art Gillary

<%

AMluring

Joan Tower

THVRSDA Y'S SPECIAL

Joan La Barbara

All You Can Eat

Stalna Vasulka

m RIBS

It Was a Homecoming Bash!

Rita Myers
Omaha Magic Theatre

Hours:
§4.25
Sunday
12:00-2:00 P.M.
Mon-flairs
11:30-1:30 P.M.
4:30-7:00 P.M.
Friday
11:30-1:30 P.M.

Continuum

Located in the University Union
f Quantum (K) card accepted after 4:30 for on-campus sludenls
Quantum 90 card accepted all day for off-campus siudenis

Events lake plan in tfi» Moore Uusicai
Arts Comet and the School ol Art at
Bowing Green State University. For a
complete program schedule, contact
the Contemporary Musk Program Office
at 372-2685.

BOWLING GREEN STYLE ' 90
Thanks To The Following People:
D0NAT0IS OF MM!

•"CO!::
■

■

•

■as

•OSING GOODS

TM HOWCOHHW COMMITTH
MA9£ M
IEPWBWION
KAIKYFOX
CAWfHcewc;
SIM MASUGA
CHPSSEYSOOOEKL
CC6WAGNEP
EPCBUI
ALCADOW

-AMJSrtAKP!
I USE . JOM0N

'•* SOI

CHfPYtSOKCU
DOUGPCrt?
R6HAS0URI
KADBKMMNG
SOSE FALLS
DAVE HUFFMAN
CXWTNEKENDZCeA

Y0E0S

VAWSUXF
LfiAWI
3SEGG DKBANE
SW3MACVAJSH

BECKY LB

UNIVIMITY

DEB HELM
SAN0BATEPSV

5AND
CAHfljSSAfETVA
OPESAtONS

CAMMOVMWIY
SAVCOOPEB
TNADOfi
CKXX EVANS

TM11061
-MACl'VilES
-.ADO
•.CCOUNCI

CN5V WMTTAKEP
PM PPLM38
BPVCE50HBS
JOHSKQNECNV

. ASSOCATON
'. I6S COGAVZATON
■PAL SPOTS
POJSOtMSWCTAaE
UMV£WI> SHCtM AC".
KSOtMAi S£WC£S

.UfFAMEl
JLKWAVEP
EPCSTOPM
Z£K»AJEEPSTERINT
DONW0NIELE0NE
HAPPV 9EVN0LDS
PAY SYNODS

oouGstPa

jAVSOulWWCK

BOWING GPEEN KXCE DEPARTMENT
EGSULIBPAn
BOWLNG GPEEN CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
WD00CONTV4-H
iFfREYMAWFMJEWlERS
MV1.ES FIOWEPS
UMVEPSnVUNONCAIERMG
SPACE ASSGNWENTS

Delta Gamma
heirVJ/
Proudly Announces Their
1990 Pledge Class Officers

HH BETT5
DAVECPOOKS
TERRl JONES
DPVDOCK
SHANNON TACffiTI
AWEPCAN D6PLA*
tASCKNG
MM MJSPHI
MMBOWN
jANESCHM*

.i ■■■:.■ ->.w

BEOVHEVMAN
DPV DOCK ADVSOPV BOARD
OFfENHAUEP HAU COUNCt.
STUDENT PECPEATCN CENTER
DP BARBARA KELLER
DRPK TUCKER
VBNETTE HOUSE
DEMETRIUS MARLOWE
JACtt NELSON PALM
CKERYISCKCU
SAUVBLAC
DPM NEIEBOWNE
DP FAITH JACKSON
GARDNER MCtEAN
GALESWANXA
SUEWTSCH
AWRUR
DAVERCHITA
MCKLLE SXfft LD
SUSAN LITTLE
SLEDOWNEV
Kt/BERlEGODSBERRY
DAVSRCE
VAC* SHANNON
WENDY SOUTER

President
Kelll Gibson
Vice President
Kerri Knaack
Secretary
Carrie Robinson
Treasurer
Amy Jones
Scholarship Chairman Holly Jerele
Senior NMPC Rep
Beth Seall
Awareness Rep
Kim Fleblg
Junior NMPC Rep
Brianna Kikta
Rituals
Carrie Sewak
Service Committee.. J.J. Thompson
Kelly Parkins
Britt Sautter
Blair Beaven
Kerl Mullaly
Sneak Committee... .Danielle Ferguson
Ellen Miller
Jennifer Rowen
Lezlie Allen
Angle Barcus
Special Committee.. .Lucy Villarl
Deb Durkin
Gift Committee
Angle Bone
Erin Eickenbary
Kristen Owen

Special Events
Committee.. .

. Tricia Vlahos
Lisa Cook
Lisa Esler
Melissa Ogden
Letltia Ferrier
Activities Committee. .Jen Hartman
Melissa Nettles
Becky Barry
Cristen Knox
Pledge-Active Party
Committee
. Carrie Wltte
Jackie Caughey
Kelly Schauer
Julie Casterllne
Jennifer Toth
Historians
. Robin Booth
Marline Kossman
Song Leaders.
.Angle Mays
Jennifer LeBlanc
Tasha Remllnger
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Sports
Athletics clinch their Lacrosse downs
Schott leads BG third straight pennant Rockets, Oberlin

past Ohio State
by Kevin Cummings
sports writer

"This weekends' series against the Buckeyes is our whole
season in a nutshell," Falcon rugby player Mark Colclesser said.
That was the attitude BG took down to Columbus last weekend,
as the two schools did battle for what very well could be the deciding factor in the Ohio Collegiate Conference.
The Falcons prevailed over the nemesis scarlet-and-gray in
both contests.
BG won game one in a very physical and defensive battle 7-3. A
game that saw sis Buckeyes and one Falcon knocked out of action due to injuries.
Falcon wing Randy Schott put the games' first points on the
board with a SO yard penalty kick head coach Roger Mazzarella
termed "magnificent."
The Bucks bounced right back to tie the game at three on a
penalty kick by Kent Garbee, but R.T. Naples put the game
away for BG on a try.
"R.T. was almost the goat of the game," Mazzarella said. "He
lost the ball in the games' final seconds, but recovered nicely to
keep Ohio State from scoring."
"He ran after the ball faster than I ever seen him run. There
were Buckeyes breathing down his neck, but he was like a man
possessed."
The brown-and-orange had an easier time of it in game two, as
they decisively defeated OSU18-9.
Brian Williams scored two tries to lead BG, while Sean Carpenter and Erik Fougedoire each added one. Eric Hepner connected on a conversion kick to round out the Falcon scoring.
"I was very impressed with the defense in the second game,"
Mazzarella said. "They (OSU) couldn't even get close to the goal
line. They scored all their points on penalty kicks.
The Falcon ruggers rounded out a successful weekend with a
24-0 thumping of Ashland and raised their overall record to
17-1-1.
Grady Slack and Eric Vuyk each scored twice, while Brian
Lee and Brian Bissnette added one try apiece.
"This is the first year that Ashland has fielded a team, and
they really struggled," the Falcon head mentor said.
BG had 10 players named to the All-Ohio team including Joe
Murray, Wes Harmon, Chris Byrne, Dave Mckee, Matt Paskiet,
Doug Slagle, R.T. Naples, Mark Colclesser, Randy Schott, and
Brian Zele.

was ejected in the second inning by Glen Lubbert
for arguing balls and strikes with sports writer
umpire Terry Cooney, triggering
a wild scene that left water
OAKLAND, Calif. - First the coolers, players and coaches
Returning to winning form last
umpires got rid of Roger Cle- strewn across the field.
weekend, the Bowling Green club
mens, then the rest was easy for
lacrosse defeated both the UniDave Stewart and the Oakland
The Red Sox were already versity of Toledo and Oberlin
Athletics. They swept the Boston down 1-0 at that point and without University in two close games.
Red Sox for the American League the lone hope, they were helpless.
The Falcons defeated Toledo
pennant and their third straight Especially against the take- 6-5 in double overtime with midtrip to the World Series.
advantage A's, and it showed fielder Rick Merb scoring the
Stewart followed up his first- when Mike Gallego met Tom Bol- winning goal. Midfielder Chad
game heroics with an even better ton with a two-run double that Frederick scored two goals for
effort. He beat Boston 3-1 sent Oakland to its 10th straight BG.
Wednesday and won for the victory in the postseason.
According to BG team presieighth straight time in head-toThese mighty A's became the dent Tom McDonnell, Toledo is
head matchups with Clemens.
first team in fl years to win a traditionally a bad team.
postseason series without hitting However, the Rockets took the
The only real question in Game a home run, but it didn't matter. Falcons to double overtime for
4 was how long Clemens could They became the first team to the victory.
hold off Oakland. Pushing his reach the World Series three
"We had no intensity,"
tender shoulder on three days' straight times since the 1976-78 McDonnell said. "We were just
going through the motions.''
rest to the bewilderment of much New York Yankees.
The Athletics will begin defense
Midfielder Nate Anderson, who
of Boston, the answer was not
long at all.
of their World Series champion- also scored against Toledo,
In the ultimate sign of Boston's ship Tuesday night in either Cin- agreed with McDonnell.
"We played a pretty lousy
failure and frustration, Clemens cinnati or Pittsburgh.
game against Toledo," Anderson
said. "We seem to play to the
level of our competition.
Bowling Green's Marcial Ingal
OXFORD, O. — Miami's Ryan Rob Martella cashed in BG's led the Falcons with three goals
Creech scored on a penalty kick lone goal, his fifth of the season, in an 8-5 victory over Oberlin
with 6:24 remaining in the game after an assist from Jim Conrad, University. Ingal's hat trick was
the best game of his career acto defeat the soccer team 2-1 his first of the year.
cording to McDonnell.
Wednesday.
Falcon goalkeeper Rob Murphy
The win improves Mil's record
to 4-10 while the Falcons drop to recorded three saves to increase
his season total to 34.
4-8-1.
The Redskins outshot BG 10-9.
Brian Walsh scored Miami's
BG's next game is Saturday at
first goal at the 13:40 mark with
7:15 at Akron.
an assist from Brad Scholtz.
by Ben Walker
AP baseball writer

Miami edges Falcons, 2-1

Also scoring for BG was attacker Blake Kneedler, who
scored two goals, Anderson, attacker Curtis Kneedler, and midfielder Bin Robertson, each
scored a goal.
McDonnell felt that this game
helped work out the kinks.
"The defense had a great
game," he said.
On Sunday the Falcons B team
went up against Western Michigan and suffered a disapointing
64) loss.
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= Tonite is BARGIN NITE
Some lines shouldn't
bo crossed.

7:15 - 9:30
PRE-HALLOWEEN
Slasher-Basher Party
12 hours of Gore Galore
FRIDAY THE 13th Parts
1 -2-3-4-5.6-7-8
1 day only 10-19-90
Limited Seating
IIIIIIII

iiiiinillii

SAY FAREWELL
TO FLAT HAIR
WITH

,991 IEEP
IN THE MATRIX VAV00M

Open Monday through Friday 4-11 PM

DRIVE IN STYLE

Quantum 90 Card Accepted after 6 PM

KNEW TOO

SWfEPSTAKES

2,110 additional prizes Nothing to buy
Come m today and (ill out an entiy totm

372-6945

MUCH

y matrix

Located in the University Union

* AND SKIN CARf

Free tonight In 121 West Hall at 8:45
(Preceded by o Dick Trocv Serial)
Coming This Weekend:

AMVL

John Waters'

Annan*

Half Sludlo

D*«jr

354-8533

• KRl • PAULA • STfPHANIf • BfTH • THEttSA •

20% ON Any Service
with a Student i.o.
Hours: M-Ih 8:0f>8:00 Fri 8:00-6:00 Sot 8:00-3 00

141 W. Wooster
Campus Films Campus Films Campus Films

, ♦ £G§U jheatre Present* '

*M«ll»> M «**■ *

,

'

DM

• N£jj SirnpnVComedy Hit '

^

* Pulsar Watches

Save 20% - 50%

Watches
* Stone Set Rings In 10 kt

Save 20% - 50%

S

& 14 kt gold

HOURS : Friday 10:00am - 8:00pm
Sat. 10:00am - 4:30pm

125 N. MAIN

•

•

•

• .

««»* •
v

. •

Save 20% ■ 50%
$50 and up

* Seiko, Bulova, Speidel

»

PARK

72nd ANNIVERSARY
SALE
* 14 kt Gold Chains

•

r.flV.THE.

EWELKV>TOR£

181 Mtf-X

,

354-8533

i^«»nw»

I* M mn**t*» SIM >

it **•*» o»* i *o >•• n*n tt«*MM ON HI;;
tf*Mi *•> «r« Mtup Oriaw ■»*■>..■ On " >»
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UNEtR
THE
I MIIS

October 4-6 and 11-13 at 8 p.m.
October 7 at 2 p.m.
Eva Marie Saint Theatre
Tickets: Adults $6, Students/Sr. Citizens $4
For reservations, call 372-2719

1

Oct. to, mo

353 -6691
SEE
THE LILLIAN 6ISH CLASSIC

Tune the Grand Up...
IT'S MOVIE TIME

TRUE HEART SUSIE
Directed by:
D.W. Griffith
Introduction by Film Historian Dr. Anthony Slide
Live Piano Accompaniment by
Stuart Oderman
Silent Film Planlit
at
The Refurbished Glsh Film Theater
SATURDAY OCTOBER 13. 1990 7:00 pm

j
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Campus Films Campus Films Campus Films
O
Alfred Hitchcock's original 1934 a
3
THE MAN WHO

~=

STUDENT APPRECIATION DAY!
JUST PRESENT YOUR STUDENT ID. FOR ADMISSION

FREE SOUVENIR T-SHIRT TO FIRST 6OOP
BGSU STUDENTS THROUGH THE GATES.
GATES OPEN AT 5:30 P.M.
Sponsored by The BG Mows and Pepsi-Cola

:
j
:
:
■
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Migrants reap muddied harvest
Poor Texas family labors long hours in Northwest Ohio tomato fields
BRADNER, 0. — Covering her tomato and mud-stained clothes
The Lunas, who were introduced to the farming work in Wood
with a plastic garbage bag and shielding her hands with rubber
County by another family, typically travel with three other families to
gloves, Suelema Luna, 23, mounts the mechanical harvester which
Wood County.
she has spent months riding as a migrant farm worker.
Suelema said work is very hard to come by in the Rio Grande ValShe ties several bandannas to the back of her neck and face to warm ley, her home, because of the large population in the area. Her mother
her body from the thick fog and early morning chill of this September and fatherhavenot been employ ed In Texas for the past three years—
day, as she prepares to help harvest 300 acres of tomatoes.
the money made during the farming months in Ohio is the families
Each farming season for the past 12 years, Suelema and her family main source of income.
have traveled about 1,600 miles from their hometown of Donna,
"In the valley it's really hard to get a job," Suelema said.
Texas, to pick vegetables in W.C. Wagner's farm fields in Bradner, a
"Those who find something there better keep it. My dad wishes we
town located IS miles southwest of Bowling Green.
could find a job but it doesn't work out that way," she said, watching
Suelema, her parents, two of her five brothers and one of her three
the horizon.
sisters came to Wood County last April to plant tomatoes and work in
During the winter months, Suelema and her sister work as teacher's
the fields until early fall.
aides. Several of her siblings are married and one of her brothers left
Suelema and her siblings speak English and Spanish but her parents Wood County early to return to Texas where he would study diesel
speak only Spanish.
mechanics.
Today the late September showers have left the fields wet and muSuelema was offered a computer iob in Houston in 1987 but her dad,
ddy. The Inches of mud are making Suelema's job particularly diffiEustolio, would not let her go there by herself. Houston is eight hours
cult as the mechanical harvester continually stops to dislodge the mud away from Donna.
from its conveyor belts.
Interviewing Suelema was particularly difficult the week we met
Four migrants and two farmers ride the harvester — a massive
since she and five other people worked from 7 or 8 a.m. until midnight
machine with mud-covered wheels and conveyor belts. The plants are in order to get the tomato crop harvested in time.
carried onto the conveyor belts as mud flies everywhere.
The family is given 15 minute breaks every two hours, along with
The migrants separate the tomatoes from the leaves and stems of
longer lunch ana dinner breaks, Suelema said.
the plant as the conveyor belt passes them. The tomatoes are then
Neil Wagner, W.C. Wagner's son and the mechanical harvester
transported by a tube to a bin connected to a tractor which travels
along side the harvester.
D See Workers, page 7.

.

The mechanical harvester transports tomatoes to a bin pulled by a
tractor. The bins will be emptied Into a semi truck which will transport
the tomatoes to the Heinz Company In Fremont, O.

Stories by Lori Miller
and Sandra J. Kowalsky
Photos by Paul Vernon
Suelema Luna's brother, Eustolio Jr., separates tomatoes from the vines as tney pass him on the conveyor belt.

Housing, pay main issues
for migrant farm workers
Housing and low wages are two of the major
concerns faced by migrant workers in the United
States today, but they are improving, according to
Baldemar Velasquez, president of the Toledobased Farm Labor Organizing Committee.
More than 10,000 migrant workers travel to
Northwest Ohio during the summer months with
the majority of these workers moving to the Fremont area. About 3,000 workers live there during
the summer, he said.
This number has increased greatly over the past
several years.
In 1966,100 to 500 migrant workers lived in Wood
County, according to a 1971 master thesis written
by Wade Chio, a geography student.
Chio wrote "Migration of Mexican-American
Agricultural Labor Into Wood County, Ohio, 1970"
in which he interviewed 124 migrant families.
Workers, who are contacted DV local fanners or
the Ohio Bureau of Employment Services, usually
come from areas such as Southern Florida, Southern California and Southern Texas — where a surplus of labor exists.

Problems such as housing conditions and low
wage increases for workers have been partly resolved over the years, Velasquez said.
Establishing union agreements between the
Farm Labor Organizing Committee and Campbell's Soup Company was the first step to improve
these problems.
"An effort has been made between all these parties to improve conditions," Velasquez said.
The Farm Labor Organizing Committee was
founded to allow workers to organize with each
other and speak for themselves, he said.
Workers now have a chance to personally
change their lifestyles instead of a state representative speaking on something he or she knows
nothing about, he said.
Prior to 1986 — when the first contract was
signed — housing and wage conditons were very
poor and no efforts were being made to improve
them, Velasquez said.
While migrant workers do not complain much
about housing conditions, some stress a need for
D See Velasquez, page 7.

(Left) Suelema Luna, 23, has worked at the Wagners larm for the past 12 years. (Above) The Luna family,
Suelema. Eustolio, Eustolio Jr. and Rachael return from the field on the harvester after getting stuck In the
mud several time*.
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Workers

Bush's popularity
ranks low in poll

Continued from page 6.

Cucumber picking starts at 4 or 5 a.m. and
often lasts until 9 p.m. Exhaustion from
standing up and severe back pains are
common ailments caused by cucumber
picking.
driver, said the crop was already
a week behind in being harvested.
"If the tomatoes stay out here,
anything can happen to them,"
Neil said.
Frosts which occurred three or
four days before visiting the farm
could turn the tomatoes rotten
and threaten the entire crop, he
said.

The first 100 acres of plants
Suelema and her family planted
were blown away by the sandy
soil. Neil said plants did not survive in the soil until May 18,
which set them weeks behind.
"We only get paid once a year
doing this job. Right now it's a
pretty important job," Neil said.
Suelema said her work is "rea-

Velasquez
a Continued from page 6.
better living conditons.
The migrants interviewed in
Ohio's thesis said they were not
seeking any form of luxury but
were interested in obtaining the
best living arrangements possible.
Contract agreements have not
only helped improve living conditions but have also helped improve wages.
In 1970, the total wage for picking tomatoes was between 16 and
18 cents per hamper but now
workers receive almost $5 an
hour.
The pay still is not sufficient for
the type of work migrants do —
but the wage scales are increasing, Velasquez said.
By next summer, wages will
have increased about 25 to 30 per-

cent since 1986, he added.
Wage increases for cucumbers
also are increasing steadily four
to eight percent and workers
receive 50 percent of the harvest
price farmers profit from their
crops.
Farms did not always operate
by using migrant farm workers
— during the early 1930s, family
members usually handled the
family farm and land.
But, gradually more industrial
jobs became available which
offered higher wages and shorter
working hours for farmers.
This and the high demand for
labor during the harvest seasons
caused an increase in migrant
workers to Wood County.
Wade Ohio's graduate thesis
was used for some information in
this article.

Look at
what's in
store for

it's adequate,'' Wagner said.
The camp, located on the outskirts of Bradner, consists of about
six to 10 living units. When they
are not working, the migrants occasionally play basketball on a
cement strip or sit outside with
their families.
Working conditions depend on
both employees and workers,
Mary Jo said.
"[There are] some good employers and some bad, but there
are also some good workers and
some bad [workers]," Mary Jo
said.
Since the same families gain
experience by coming back year
after year bringing new families
with them, the Wagners rarely
have to go to the employment office to obtain workers, Mary Jo
said.
"It means a lot if you can have
[employees] you don't have to be
watching all the time," said Mary
Jo.
"We enjoy working with
them," Neil said. "We have good
relationships. They're [our]
friends."

by W. Dale Nelson
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON
President
Bush's job approval rating has
fallen to the lowest point of his
presidency, a media group said
Wednesday.
The Times Mirror Center for
The People & The Press, which
monitors public interest in the
news each month, said its survey
put Bush's rating at 55 percent, 21
points below the rating he was
given in early August.
Last month, 68 percent of those
surveyed said they approved of
Bush's handling of the presidency.
The previous low — 61 percent
— came in February 1989, the
month after Bush was inaugurated. Ten days before he took
office, Bush's approval rating
was 59 percent.

CAMPUS POLLYEYES 440E.CoUrt 352-9638|
PAGLIAIS 945 S. Main 352 - 7571

Twenty-eight percent of those
in the most recent survey said
they disapproved of Bush's job
Srformance and 17 percent said
ey did not know.
The survey also indicated that
the most closely followed stories
in the news are the crisis in the
Persian Gulf and the resulting increase in gasoline prices. But
Americans paid much less attention to the domestic budget
crunch.
The news industry group said
68 percent of Americans surveyed said the Mideast crisis,
which began Aug. 2 when Iraq invaded Kuwait, was the most important news of September.

\0&

A Buffet everyday
COUPONS WORTH CLIPPING
'9.00

•4.25
Any 10" pizza
with two items

Any Large 14 Inch
Two Item Pan Pizza &
One Quart of Coke
Exlta Items 1 20
C.mpui "oil,.,.,

Taste of China
Gourmet Chinese
Restaurant

A '10 90 value
,,p. 10/)1/«O

Extra Items 70'
Cpmpu. Pollyayaa

8
13.95
Two 14 inch
Two Item Pizzas

10.95

Two 12 inch
Two Item Pizzas
and Two Mugs of Coke
Eatn Items 90'
A Mb SO value
Campy* Polly.y..
pip. 10/111*0

and Two Mugs of Coke
Fxtra Items 1 20
Campus Poll,.y.i

A '5 SO v»h»•xp. IO/11/tO

A • 19 50 value
tip 10/91190

46 N MAIN • BOWLING GREEN

Mandarin Sjachuan
CUWM
CockiaaPWyrtaaian Oimr,

THE NATIONAL COLLEGE NEWSPAPER

Featured in the October issue of
U. Tbe National College Newspaper:

AS p<iri Of Alcohol
Awareness Week, ihe
Olf-Campus Sludenl
Onier and ihe
Commuier
Ofi-Campus
Organization are
sponsoring a
week-long banner
display entitled "How
Has Alcohol Abuse
Affected Your Life?"
Please complete this
form and send it.
through campus mail.
10: Hazel H Smith.
Ofi-Campus Student
Center, IOSD Mosely
Hall. All entries will be
posted on the 2nd
floor of Mosely Hall.
Oct. 15-19.

lly hard," especially when she
picked cucumbers earlier in the
season. Cucumber picking starts
at 4 or 5 a.m. and often lasts until
9 p.m., she said.
Exhaustion from standing up
and severe back pains are common ailments caused by cucumber picking, Suelema said.
"I hope this year will be the last
[ working in the fields ]," she said.
The Luna family previously
worked in the Texas farm fields
until four years ago. Suelema
said working in Texas is different
than working in Ohio.
"Over there everybody wants
to be the boss," she said. "The
Ey is less ... and work is a lot
rder."
In Wood County, harvesting of
tomato crops pays $4.90 an hour
and the pay rate For cucumbers is
$1.10 per hamper, Suelema said.
The migrants, who live in
camps provided by the Wagners,
work every day of the week. On
Sunday's they do not begin until
after 1 p.m.
Four other families typically
live in the camp with them.
The living and working conditions are not as bad as many people perceive, said Mary Jo Wagner. The camps they own have
heat, running water and telephones.
"[The camp) is not great, but

Daily Lunch Special
Carry Out
•3.95
Dinner Special
•6.95

1616 E. Woo.tprSt.
Grppnwood Cpntpr 352-9153

Coming Friday...
Two mammoth political parties
dominate the American system
of government. Find out how
the College Democrats and
College Republicans fit into
Bowling Green campus life.

HOW HAS ALCOHOL ABUSE
AFFECTED YOUR LIFE?
Please vvriie any information you wish to share aboul the
effecis alcohol has had on your life:

THE INSIDER.
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The Sisters of Chi Omega would like to congratulate
our new initiates...
Cheri Breed

Amy Hole

Treasons
O P 5

Mindy Wickert

to cm late nigh 1 on rampim

and our Pledge Class Officers...
%

*
c;
x
a
x
a
x

President ■ Kristi Heck
Vice President - Jen BueU
Secretary-Molly Gray
Treasurer - Lara Schneider
Spirit ■ Suzanne Merrick
NMPC-Megan Warren
Community Service - Tracy Burns
Song - Missy Ready

Retreat Chair • Jen Purdy
Corresponding Secretary - Diane Prohaska
Social - Alissa Tremmel
Alumnae - Sarah Blackman
Miss Manners - Hope Goodwin
Sign ■ Jen Spencer
Historian • Bridget Szanti
Philanthropy ■ Kelly Kreinbrink

a
x

xn xn xn xn xn xn xn xn xn xn xn xn xn

There ia only ao much you can do with
peanut buiier and jelly.

r

r^'

Surf and turf mcana hoi doga and
tuna fi»h on my budget.

lu

My Quantum 90 account worka!

1
FOOD OPERATIONS SNACK BARS
• Amani Down Under
Commons lower level
Sunday- Thursday

CJ

CHI OMEGA...A GOOD THING!

There i» nowhere elae ai

y

6:00pm-midnighi

X

v roommate*' week old mac-n-^heeae
la starting to look good.

-r^SrV

♦ Zzas
Founders main floor
Sunday- Thursday
7:30am-11:30pm

♦Garden Terrace Deli
McDonald North
Sunday- Thursday
11:00am-11:00pm

^Galley
Harshman lower level

Sunday- Thursday
6:00am-midnighl

► Chily's Express
Kreischer Darrow
Sunday-Saturday
2:00pm-11:30pm

FALCON HOCKEY HOME OPENER ONE WEEK FROM TONIGHT! TICKET PICKUP BEGINS MONDAY

THE BG NEWS

Thursday, October II, 1990

Classifieds
* * Kappa Sigma Fraternity would eke lo thank
Dave Duve lor Na hard work with Alumni Allan

CAMPUS It CITY EVENTS

•OHIO

EDUCATION ASSOCIATION"
Happy Hours this Friday al Quarter's Cale 5-6
Reduced drink 1 munctaes prtcea' Join the tun
and meat other education major* Everyone 16
and over welcome

• • THf «Y IS HEM • •
n«1IN|WH«lhmwM
>ad CM be picked up al 21 WM
Hall betawanl Clam and Jpm
■rtna your student 10

and the greeteel ol theee ra LOVE
JESUS
A ISO thank you tor all my good Mends who
understand. Tha rest of you - open your ay at
and minds. Happy National Coming Out Day Jaeon.

Art Al Majors
Law School Forum/mio Night
TUM Oel 16 7 30pm114BA
Sponeoredby
PI Sigma Alpha PM Alpha Delta
and Pra-anar SocaMy

Alpha w Dalai • Kappa Sigma
uw and Brian.
rCongreajsasone on your lavatermg I'm ao
happy lor you and I love you both'
Amy
P S Who waa ■ who said, ri never gat lava
tared". Maw Wa*ararM7t7l

BO NEWS
MEETWO FOfl VOLUNTEERS
(Writers and Pholograpnata)
EACH SUNDAY
8pm . 210WeelHel
Contact Debbie Hippla at 3728977
lor rtofmatlon

AOTT Pledgee Are/1 II
AOTT Pledges Are a 1 II
AOTT PLEDGES ARE AWESOMEI
AOTT PLEDGES ARE AWESOMEI
AOTT PLEDGES ARE AWESOMEI

mtacaatad In balng a big elate- lo a 3. 4. or 5*>
grada gat? For mformeftona and an application
plaaaa ca!354 5B93Ueaor Jen

Attention Ladies • lor al your specal needa S
Mary Kay coemetlce. cal Pam Eyer al
352 4915 anytime WDeavar

Leebian and Gay ASanc*
Take your naid atap or ahow your aupport ol
Haannal Coming Out Day by commg to lomgm't
LAQA mealing at 8 30pm Tha rnaetmg at traa
and opan to al and it wjl be haw In tha bee*
mant ol ma United Chnsasn Faaowatap Cantar
on tha oomar ol Thuratm and Ridge Straata
Don't torgal to wear blua |aana today » you
auppon gay rignts

CM O SUZANNE Chi 0
Two ama hooters want out lo play
The trtendahip between them grew eech day
Al the world waa leetous you see
Cm ttva IK) 4 LH team waa meant to be'
Now thai ma hooter muat try lo decide
What al thoee duea were trying to hide
Alter tonight the 2 hooters w«l be palrad
And you'I find your big
Who loves you beyond compare'
XO Love and Al ol Mine.
BIG?
Chi O Chi O Chi 0 Chi 0 Chi 0

NOTICE" ELE ED METHODS MEETING! ALL
STUDENTS WHO appted lor Spring. 1991 EM
Ed Metbode (EDCI350. 361, 352. 353. 3SS,
356) ara expected to atland ttve meeting,
Tuaaday. Octobar 16, 4 00 pm. 115 Ed Bug
BE THEH6II
Spanran Club we* meet tonight in 107 Harma at
8 00 For more tftto. cat 363-4969

Cm-O ALISSA CHH>
Awesome Utlte sis
Loving, caring and kind
Independent yel a giver
SWIeny
Special.
Andalmme!
"YOURBIGn

Studanta For Choice
Sunday at 7 00 pm
MSC222

TafcShowOd 18.810pm
Lenhert Grand Baaroom
Al are welcome
Reception immediately lolowing
at tha Chi Omega Houee
FREE FOOD AND DRINKS
-eponaored by IFC. Panhel
HSA.andGAM MA

CHK) LIL JEN BELTER CHm
Wei are you ready for tha "BIG" day? Get excited, lor tonight you wM finely be welcomed
mlo your lamay that win last a litetime' Your big
toveayou"
Love?77?7?
Come

LOST ti FOUND
Found 1 apaad rad Schwlnn bate Cal with
Icense « to caam 352 5240
Lost

STUDENT

Black « White lemaje oat
Cal 362-3577

out.
are.

come out, wherever you
Happy Coming Out Day'
Beat Regards to Al,
•■Christopher

DEE GEE "• DEE GEE
Congratulations Tiffany Ferguson on being
choaen aa one ol the top 5 Homecoming
Queen candidate*

SERVICES OFFERED

DEE GEE ''' DEE GEE
Congratulations Lor! Winston and Sharon Johnson on making the top 20 Homecoming Queen
canOdalea'

PREGNANT'
Wa can ha*) FREE pregnancy lasts > suppor
Uva aarvlcea ConfkSentlaJ BG Pregnancy
I Cal 354 HOPE

DG DO DO MARY SLATER DG DG DG
"If you need a friend, don't
look to a stranger •
You know In the end.
II always be there
And whan you're In doubt
And whan you're In danger
Take a look al around
And II bather*"
W* Love You!
Carol and Jane
DEE GEE DEE GEE DEE GEE DEE GEE

Typing * rteaumei * Thalia ■ Dissertations
A to Z DATA CENTER
148 S Main ' 352-5042
Typing. »1 50 per page 35403 7 1

PERSONALS
• • CHI O PLEDGES ' •
Gat excited tor tonight because
we can't wart!'
Love. Your Bigs

Did you know? Al 48 chromosomes are preaent si a letua (unborn child) from the moment
of conception

• • MKheaa Roaa ■ "
CongratufctHons on your lavaaarlng to Pin Delta
Theta B* Mateeul trom the University ol Cincinnati'
Lov*. Your Chi O Sisters

Don't lorget to Sign Up lor the Student Leader
Ship Training Seminar Today' Deadline for signupa la Friday. October 12. For more information, contact the Office of Student Activate* and
Orientation. Room 405 Student Services or cal
372 2843

• LOST "
14K gold charm Bracelet, including anchor >
lion charmi
Reward Otlaradi Call
708-397 0912
Lost 10-6. Homecoming
weekend

DZ DZ DZ DZ DZ DZ DZ
LI" Amy Scott
It's not too much longer HI you find out who I
am'Gel excited- Your Big love* you'
DZ DZ DZ DZ DZ DZ DZ

• PHI KAPPA PSI *
Congratulations to tha past two brothers ol tha
week Keith Weaunan and Joe Km
•PHIKAPfAPW

Society would suffer without Lesbians ft Gay*
Lesbians ft Gays do not have a typical "Look"
Happy National Coming Out Day!

GAMMA PHI BETA
WENDY MtOOLETON
SURPRISE" I mat wanted to lei ya you're an
elttle l ova you lots
Your BIG. Rhonda

^op*i
Our 800# ksted m the 1990-91
new BGSU Student Directory Is incorrect
Our correct » 1-800 879 874 7
(BOO-TRY-TRIP)
Travel Agents International
NO SERVICE FEES
Planes. Trains ft Automobles
Group Travel (Spring Break)
Ticket Deliveries to Campus
Ware With You Al Tha Way"
Mon Frt 95. Sal 10-2. Evas app't
TA00818
1546 Reynold* Rd
Maumee. OH 43537

Happy Blue Jeans Day' Do not tolerate discrimination agamsl lesbians gays and bieexual
people HAVE PRIDE'
Happy National Corning Out Day
If you're gay. lesbian or breexual. ahow your
pride Take the next step out ol the doeet If
you're straight, show your aupport tor your gay.
leebtan and/or bieexual fnanofs) Let's work
together to and homophobia and other forms of
discrimination Support gay. lesbian and bisexual nghta And don't lorget to WEAR YOUR
BLUE JEANS
Hay, Com* out. Come out where ever you are
It's Bki leans Day. were them, support Lesbians
(Gays
P S Stephanie. I Love You
I fuel adore you're wool, wool!!' Are you up to a
ahampoo thie week? My paws are matted '
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE
WOMEN S
BOWLING - OCT 16. COED DBLS RACOUETBALL - OCT 17 ALL ENTRIES DUE BY
4 00 PM IN 108 REC CENTER ON DUE
PATE
Javier and Susanita. Happy National Coming
Out Day' Thanks lor everything Susanita and I
LOVE YOU Javier Love. MigueHo

419-893-7329

plication' 9am ■ 3pm

PI Phi PI Kapp PI Phi Pi Kapp
The sisters ot Pi Beta Phi would Ike to congratulate Teresa Nice! on her pinning to Pi Kappa Phi
Dave Dewey
PI PHI'S
GET PSYCHED
FOR
PHI-ERSIOEI
Come on baby light my fire...
PI PHIS
GET PSYCHED
FOR
PHI-ERSIDE!
Come on baby light my fire ..

Kappa Stg * Congratulations * Kappa Sig
Model New Initiate Jerry Fork
Modal Pledge Rob Staler
Mod*l Active Greg Valandingham
HlghGPA GregRossetti
High BlglLlttle QPA
Greg Vafandlngham/Mlke Shull

PI PHI'S
GET PSYCHED
FOR
PHI-ERSIDE!
Com* on baby light my Bra
PI PHI'S
GET PSYCHED
FOR
PHI-ERSIDE'
Come on baby light my ■%>...

Kappa Sigma
• • • The brothera ol Kappa Sigma would ska to
thank Jum Butts lor his great lob w/ the Homecoming events. """
Kappa Sigma

PI PHI'S
GET PSYCHED
FOR
PHI-ERSIDE!
Come on baby light my (ir ii

KD-BkjChaunlel'KD
Happy 22nd Birthday!
(Don't you tool old? ha ha)
Have a great one!
KD * Love In AOT - LI Paula * KD

DZ DZ DZ DZ DZ DZ DZ
LI* Uaa Petereen
Soon you I find out my identity • and you'l know
tha hunt waa worth III
Lova-Your Big
DZ DZ DZ DZ DZ DZ DZ

Llaa Wallers and Brian May
Congratulations on your Aloha XI - Kappa
Sigma lavallarlng'
Lova, Tha Alpha Xl'a
Mercy you're a wonderful women Thanks for
everything I love you Amy we've know each
other lor 2 long, hard years Thanks for being
there Judl I love you, my triend. Keep signing.
Janet, Joshua, Mike al ol you are beeuttful
people Thanks tor a wonderful weekend Natasha you're going to grow a lot thia year Keep
your teet on the ground ft your eyes on the
stars Karl thank you lor understanding. You're
a great friend Old bandoa I'm sMi here it you
EVER want to talk Cathy Maaln
Mart Huston
Happy 21 at Birthday
Hope you remember It
La**, Kelly

PI PHIS
GET PSYCHED
FOR
PHI-ERSIDE!
Come on baby light my tire .

TakShowOct 16.8-10pm
Lenhart Grand Baaroom
AH are welcome
Reception immediately loaowing
at the Ctn Omega House
FREE FOOD AND DRINKS
-sponsored by IFC. Panhel
HSA.andG AM MA

The sisters of Delta Gamma congratulate
Dabble Cleckner and Doug Rogallner on their
engagement.
To a* my wonderful new LAGA Mends,
Happy National Coming Out Day! I'm really glad
I had a chance to know you. Thank you lor making me leal so accepted. «ven though I'm
different I Just wish I was as comlortable with
my sexuality aa you are with yours I Lova You
All The Straight Chic

National Coming Out Day
My daughter's a dyke
And that's alright' Man Lou
National Coming Out Day
10H ol ALL the world's
animals ara homosexuals
ORIENTATION LEADER APPLICATIONS
The "Wa Car*i" spirit wants you to gat involved! Don't miss the Thursday, October 11
deadline Applications due by 5.00 in 406 Student Services

What do you do when you need
support lor your heterosexuality.
homosexuality or bisexuakty?
Cal 352-5242. MWF. 7-10PM
Happy National Coming Out Day!

°i

w

333-3281

Hair Care and
Tanning Salon
Come in for Your
Professional Look
Today!

Perms with
this Coupon

Expires Oct. 20, 1990

•352-4663*
1432 E. Wooster
Fast Free Delivery

ZBT • Cl»0 • Elena Peters ■ ChiO • ZBT
Congratulations on your Homecoming lavakermg to Grog McCoy ol Zeta Beta Tau Fraternity
Lova, Your Chi O Sisters

Social Work/Communicatlona imam needed
lor local non-profit Health Agency Able to deal
with variety ol personalities Interests m counaeeng and educational programs Reply to Carol
at 531-1671
Wanted Part-time ber mak). attractive, some
experience preferred Good pay. Cal lor details Cal evenings alter 7 874-9058

FOR SALE
1980 Pmto Very ratable
$500 or beat offer 354-7697
11(2 TOYATA COROLLA - SS.OOO MILES
EXCELLENT CONDITION! $2000. CALL JENANN 354-5711.

WANTED
2 or 3 non smoking females to rent 1/2 ol
house Rent includes unities laundry, and
CATV Only 3 houses trom campus Available
now and spring semester Cal 353-5074
Female Roommate needed lor 90-91 school
year Close lo campus Contact Tarn or Katie at
3537807
NEEDED Female Rmmate. $180mth Setae 1
bdrm. 352-5618.

HELP WANTED
57-SI 2 60
Vector Marketing Corporation wa <* positions
with sharp positive people Fua/Part-nme.
Temporary/Permanent No experience necessary
Full training
Flexible hours
Call
382-1080.
' * Part-time Bartender *'
Apply at LaRoe's Restaurant
Average pay Grand Rapids. OH 8323082
Business Students and Entrepreneurs Earn
S5.000 • 115,000(averaglng $7200) next summer while bunding your resume end gaining valuable business experience 'TASP' International
is looking lor highly motivated students to handle management positions In their home area
Territories are open across Ohio, particularly in
the areas ot Toledo. Akron, and Cleveland.
Territories are lifting up rapidly, cal Gregg Mar*ns today at 1 800 643 3792
Communications/Marketing/Fund Raising intern needed Excellent written and verbal sklls
required Ability to work with volunteers and
manage multiple tasks. Contact Donna or Jean-

nine al 531-1671

Prjeacel Science Intern needed for local Nonprofit Health Agency Government ReaMtons
Program Able to deal with Issues on Federal.
Stale, and local levels lor advocacy Issue*
Contact with comrmtteaa and poetical officiate
Reply lo Carol at 531-1671.

___^__

Desk Clerks must be available evenings and
weekends. S4.00 an hour to start. Apply in
person Mon - Frl. Holy Lodge 1630 E. Wooater.
Due to recent company expansion we have
openings in our office tor sales. SVC. ft dekvery
Part-Time $175/wk and also telemarketing
positions available ',419)841-3055 between
12pm • 5 pm
Earn $2500 and FREE Spnhg Break Trips to
Bahamas. Jamaica as part-time Campus Rap for
Spring Break Travel 1 -800-638-6786
EMPLOYMENT AVAILABLE
FULL-TIME AND PART-TIME
DURING BGSU. CLASSES
Our company ia seeking employees lo perform
unskiasd Hght production work. Flexlbl* hours:
Open 7 days a week, morning, afternoon and
evening shirts Plant location is only 2 blocks
from BGSU campus The rate of wage Is
$3 80 par hour. II interested pick-up an application at the company office ADVANCED
SPECIALTY PRODUCTS. INC . 428 Ctough
St. Bowing Green. OH 43402. (419)
354-2844.
Help wanted waitresses for 1 si, 2nd ft 3rd
shirts. $2 09 plus tips. flexOle hours Cooks lor
1st. 2nd ft 3rd shift Wages are negotiable depending on experience, flexible hours Denny's
Restaurant- 257-2209. Ask lor Kevin.
Housekeepers needed Weekend hours.
$4.00 an hour to start
Apply In person Mon. - Frl.
Holy Lodge 1830 E Wooster

1983 Honda Accord 5 Sod
A/C, AM/FM cassette. Runs we!
$1750 David 354-8693
1985 Camaro V-6 Auto, AC. PB/PS. new
tires 76.000 mi. greet cond $4500 or best
oiler Phone Karen 353 3199
2 Pure while blue • eyed kittens FREE to good
homes 352-6396
88 Mercury Topaz GS Sports Edition 5-sp, air,
cruise, cassette Performance tires. 80.000
mass. Take over payments or finance yourself
lor $99.00permonth. 352-7801 evenings
Beginning 5 piece drum set, lair condition. 225
or beet otter Call Jordan al 352-4722
For Sale
1983 Buick Century Limited
Automatic. AC, Cruise, Power Brakes
Power Windows. Excellent condition
$ 1900 or best otter
Cal 372-8258 or 352-2477
FOR SALE
JVC removable head unit - $200
MTX 85HB Speakers $250
Ftockford Fosgate Punch 75 Amp • $250

Cal lor more ingo • 354-6939
For MleMatching Couch ft love seat. Good
Shape 354-6589
For Sale. J C. Penny's Lova Seat. Uke New
$35 or best otter Call 352-8022.
New Toshiba Portable Computer
IBM Compatible. 2048 Kb. graphic capable
3 1/2 disk Cal Tim 352-4887

PROPERTY ON THE MARKET
ONLY ONCE IN A LIFETIME!
RANCH HOME WITH
LAND AND RECREATION AREA.
SIX MINUTES FROM THE UNIVERSITY
AND UNDER $200,000.
CALL VIRGINIA WALTZ AT 364-2521
OR TITUS REALTY 352-8565
Royal electric typewnter Good condition. Asking $75 00 Cal 354-6890.
Smith-Corona Electric Typewriter for sale. Has
Speartght. correction key and memory. Like
new $8000 Please Cal 354-7742.
Support Mid-East Actions
Order your Saddam/Can't Touch thia T-Shlrts
On Sale lor only $8 00 Cal 354-4798, Kevinwil deliver
Support Mid-East Actions
Order your Seddam/Can't Touch This T-Shlrts
On Sale lor only $8.00 Cal 354-4798.Kevin
wadeaver.

FOR RENT
16 2 bedroom apts
Immediate Occupancy
352-7454 or 823-7655
9 ft 12 month leases, semester
Apt for rent Call Cindy or Barbie at 354-8380
For Rant
One bedroom Apartment
Cal Afternoons ' 354-8800
Large efficiency lor rent next to Marks Pizza
Pub. $180/month ft utiltles ft gas Cal
363 7074.

NOW HIRING
Telephone Sales Representative*
Day Hours: 9:00am • 3:30pm
Ev* Hours 3 30pm- 10:00pm
Guaranteed base phis commission Phone
352-5538 to sat up interview

NEEDED: female subieaser, lumished apt. on
6lh St
$12S/month Cal cosset (216)

OVERSEAS JOBS $900-2000 mo Summer.
Yr round. Al Countrlee.AI fields Fra* kilo.
Write UC, PO Bx 62-OH03 Corona Del Mar CA
92625

Village Green Apartment
All occupants graduating In Dec Spacious
2-bdr. available for subleasing In spring. Call
Today! ... 35*4876.

933-9055.
Quiet, one bedroom apt. in reetdenttal section
of town. Close 10 campus Available spring ft
summer ol 1991 Cal 354 0761

*

»ta & Su.b»

■ $*3 RegLg. 2$4 Reg Med* $*3 Reg Small■
■14" Cheese Pizza■ 12" Cheese Pizzas 10" Cheese Pizza■

"Buy any 2
Buy any 2
regular size subs i regular size subs
get 3 Free
get 3 Free
cans of pop.
cans of pop.
I
Coupon exp. 10/17/90
Coupon exp. 10/17/9ol
by Jonn Bolssy

you're insane?

XILORA BAULER XO
Tonight's tha night lor you lo find out
What being a Ittle is al about
You'l know who's behind tha clues
Cause tonight's the night lor
Me and You!
Chi O Love and Al of Mine.
Your BIG!
XO XO XO XO XO XO

Part-time Direct Care and Sub-poeitiona available In B G and Portage Working with adults
with mental retardation - developmental diaabelbae Salary range $6 to $ 12 04 par hour. Good
benefits Apply at Wood Lane Residential Services. 545 Peart St BG E OE

"^
^—■■■-■ilJU€€r.DRV SPCCIRIS'—»-%
Open:
11 a.m. • Daily
,; Good Mon-Thur ■ Good Mon-Thur ■ Good Mon-Thur «
Mon. - Sun.
Only
Only
Only

a

Fatman
D-DO -vtXJ K/NOCJ UIHAT T«ra

Where do you find trkanda. leeders
and a whole lot ol aervice?
The Answer. Alpha Phi Omega
Oct 9 - Oflenhauar Cubby Hole Loung► 7 30pm
Oct 10 BalchaM*. Activity Room 7 30pm
Oct. 11 - Prout Mam Lounge - 7 30pm
Alpha Phi Omega National Coed Service Fret

PS Happy 2nd yr anniversary Nov. 5th!

eenedoff

HAIR UNLIMITED
143 W. WOOSTER

STEVE
"Lat me say once more that i love you
Let me say one time maybe two
Thai i lova the way that you lova me
And I wish I knew more ol you"
Not a day goes by that I don't think about you in
Chicago, i miss you. A lot.
Love JOHN

The Brothers ol Delta Tau Delta would Ike to
congratulate Pat Smith on being elected Homecoming King

My mom's straight
and thala OK
Stephanie

Ca* 352-5242. MWF 7-10PM

_^_^^_^^_

PI Kap PI Kap Ray PI Kap PI Kap
Thank you for a wonderful time at Homecoming'
I had the time ol my me Maybe wa can get
together again and go out sometime!!
Truths
P S What about those Browns?! Tea. about a
close game!

KAPPA DELTA PLEDGES ARE 11
KEEP UP THE SPIRIT!!

LEADERS. LEADERS. LEADERS
Tha Student Leadership Training Seminar Is
coming on Saturday. October 20. 1990. Signup today'! intormatlon is avaaabe in the Student
Activities and Orientation Office. Room 405
Student Services.

What Is National Coming Out Day?'
Why is everyone talking about blua teens?

OSEA Membership Drive Oct 8-19th Table
set up on 1st floor Ed BJdg come til out an ap-

Javier y Miguel
You two are the greatest men I've ever met I
didn't think I could love two men aa much aa I
love you Thank you lor being there when I
need someone Happy National Coming Out
Day' Lea Amo Mucho' Susanita

cooro*.-

10°/«O Off all

One cut of 10 adults ara Laabkan or Gay
Gay man are NOT chad moleelers
i ft Gay love doee not differ from heter■ love
Promrecuity ia not related to secular orientation
LeeDiana ft Gays do not choose thai- sexual

My love lor eternity.

LOST Kitten
REWARD Male, tiger striped
Vary cute 2nd a Elm vicinity Cal 354-7039

• • • AOTTs lova their Pledges •''
■" AOTTa love their Pledgee ■"
• AOTTa love thelf Pledges '

FuzzySome others I'v* seen
Might never be mean
Might never be cross
Or try to be boas
They wouldn't do
For nobody ease gave me a thru
With al ol your halts I love you sta
-Dave IHappy NCOO)

1 MEAN , LOOK AT MC, XT '3
HIS F-AUUT I LOOK UIKC
TWO/ I UMT aer A^V
starveroaaj NOu/

Extra Items $1.00

■ Extra Items .75' each

B

Extra Item .50' each !

pee^
352 5166
FR€€ D€UV€RV

352-5166
FR€€ DCLIVCRV

352-5166
Ffl€€ DCLIVCRV

OP€N400pm
ONE COUPON PER PI2ZR
BG Onk/11-1-90

OP€N400pm
Cr* COUPON PER P1ZZR
8G Only ll-l-vTJ

ONE COUPON PER PIZ2R
BG Orvv 11-I-O0

UAO

UAO

UAO

UAO

OPei 400pm

UAO UAO

UAO

UAO

Get ready for
Sweetest Day!

iMOOUSA' L.rSTO-oa'O TO 71V
ffcfOTAreTrac. Aruck ArEConfer. A
sAuimnou u>OAuK4B«.f " Sara
u.V/ e/uays. ae aar6*9< , «<<t/.'« ... *
OoruMA STAAr

flOf t-JOAtse TrWSfj
THAT-/
a /Mia,:

Rose Sale & Raffle
October 15-18
10am-4pm
Union Foyer
UAO

UAO

UAO

UAO UAO

UAO

UAO UAO

